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Abstract
This paper investigates a full-duplex orthogonal-frequency-divisionmultiple access (OFDMA) based
multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)-enabled wireless-powered Internet-of-Things (IoT) networks.
In this paper, a swarm of UAVs is first deployed in three dimensions (3D) to simultaneously charge all
devices, i.e., a downlink (DL) charging period, and then flies to new locations within this area to collect
information from scheduled devices in several epochs via OFDMA due to potential limited number of
channels available in Narrow Band IoT, i.e., an uplink (UL) communication period. To maximize the
UL throughput of IoT devices, we jointly optimizes the UL-and-DL 3D deployment of the UAV swarm,
including the device-UAV association, the scheduling order, and the UL-DL time allocation. In particular,
the DL energy harvesting (EH) threshold of devices and the UL signal decoding threshold of UAVs are
taken into consideration when studying the problem. Besides, both line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) channel models are studied depending on the position of sensors and UAVs. The influence
of the potential limited channels issue in NB-IoT is also considered by studying the IoT scheduling
policy. Two scheduling policies, a near-first (NF) policy and a far-first (FF) policy, are studied. It is
shown that the NF scheme outperforms FF scheme in terms of sum throughput maximization; whereas
FF scheme outperforms NF scheme in terms of system fairness.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet-of-Things (IoT) technology plays an important role in the upcoming era of big
data, since it is necessary to perceive and capture enormous data through IoT embedded sensing
devices [2]. According to [3], the connection density of IoTs will reach to 1000k UEs/km2, and
a key factor affecting this scenario is the energy supply to the massive IoT devices. While the
performance of processors and portable devices have been doubling every 18-24 months driven
by Moore’s law, battery technology in terms of capacity has only been growing with relatively
low rate by 6% per year. Even with power conscious designs and the latest in battery technology,
many devices do not meet the lifetime cost and maintenance requirements for applications that
require a large number of untethered devices, such as logistics and building automation. Today’s
devices performing two-way communication require scheduled-maintenance every three to 18
months to replace or recharge the power source (typically a battery) of the devices [4]. One-way
communicating devices that simply broadcast their status (one-way), such as automated utility
meter readers, have a better battery life typically requiring the battery replacement within 10
years [3]. For both device types, scheduled power-source maintenance is costly and disruptive to
monitor and/or control the entire system. Unscheduled maintenance trips are even more costly
and disruptive. On a macro level, the relatively high cost associated with the internal battery
also reduces the practical or economically viable number of devices that can be deployed.
The wireless power transfer (WPT) technology is undergoing rapid development because of its
advantages, such as no contact, no wiring, reliable power supply, and the ease of maintenance.
According to a recent report, wireless power transmission market is estimated to surge to 175
billions in 2027 [5]. The WPT technique mainly used in communication networks is the radio
frequency (RF) energy transfer. It allows a longer effective charging distance (typically, within
several tens of meters, up to several kilometers) and suitable for mobile applications [6]. The
RF microwave energy transfer also provides the advantages of immunity to the neighboring
environment and the satisfactory of line-of-sight transfer requirement. As such, it is very suitable
for powering a larger number of devices distributed in a wide area. In previous studies, low-
power IoT networks mainly consist of ground sensors and hybrid access points (HAPs). HAPs
provide stable energy to ground sensors and regularly collect data from them [7]–[9]. However,
the construction cost of HAPs is expensive. On the other hand, using unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) as a moving HAP offers a more flexible and lower cost solution. For above reasons, UAV-
3enabled wireless-powered IoT networks have attracted great attention from researchers [10]–[13].
In [10], throughput maximization problem was studied with a fixed-altitude UAV. In [11], the
time resource and position of one UAV were jointly optimized to maximize the UL sum rate
of all users. In [12] and [13], a one dimensional-line model for UAV-enabled full-duplex IoT
networks was studied.
However, the aforementioned studies have the following limitations: i) In reality, sensors can
harvest energy only if the received signal strength is greater than a threshold, and decoders can
successfully decode a signal if the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is larger than a threshold. However,
these thresholds (namely, the threshold for downlink (DL) energy transfer and the threshold for
uplink (UL) data transmission) were not considered in previous studies [10]–[13]. ii) Line-of-
sight (LoS) channels were mainly considered between the UAV and ground devices. However, in
practice, the UAV-to-device communication link can be either LoS or non-line-of-sight (NLoS)
according to the signal propagation environments [14]. Recently, 3GPP released a technical
report [15] describing the UAV channel model when synthesizing practical-measurement and
ray-tracing simulations. It is important to note that there is an LoS probability in urban macro
scenario when the UAV height is less than 100 m. The probability of LoS/NLoS depends on
the locations, heights, and the number of obstacles, as well as the elevation angle between the
UAV and the associated ground devices. iii) The fixed altitude of the UAV was assumed in
previous related works. In general, the altitude of the UAV can be flexibly adjusted so that
the air-to-ground channel can be improved for better coverage. This is a key feature of UAV
communications compared to traditional ground base station (BS) communications. iv) Time-
division multiple access (TDMA) was generally assumed in previous UAV-enabled wireless
powered IoT networks. However, OFDMA can be more efficient because it can improve the
spectrum utilization.
Motivated by the issues and limitation of the existing studies above, in this paper, we in-
vestigate a full-duplex OFDMA (FD-OFDMA) based multiple UAVs-enabled wireless-powered
IoT network, where a swarm of UAVs is deployed in three dimensional (3D) to simultaneously
charge all devices and then fly to new locations to collect information from scheduled devices
during several epochs via OFDMA. The main contribution of this study is listed as follows:
• We propose a new UAV-enabled 3D wireless-powered IoT model, which is different from
existing models as follows: (i) The DL energy harvest (EH) threshold for devices and the
UL SNR threshold for UAVs are taken into consideration when designing the system. (ii)
4We adopt a new channel model considering both LoS and NLoS channels [14] of multiple
altitude-adjustable UAVs. The altitude of each UAV can be dynamically adjusted to meet
the UL and DL requirements considering the channel variation. (iii) A high efficient full-
duplex OFDMA scheme is adopted in this system, under which we also study the scheduling
policy to deal with the limited frequency resource issue in Narrow Band Internet of Things
(NB-IoT).
• Under the proposed model, we jointly optimize the UL-and-DL 3D deployment of the UAV
swarm, including the device-UAV association, the IoT device scheduling order, and the
UL-DL time allocation, to maximize the UL sum throughput. The proposed optimization
problem is solved by investigating three sub-modules i) time allocation and scheduling
optimization, ii) DL device association and UAV location optimization, and iii) UL device
association and UAV location optimization.
• We also propose two suboptimal scheduling strategies, referred to as the near-first (NF)
scheme and far-first (FF) scheme, by exploiting the system characteristics. It is shown that
the proposed suboptimal schemes can achieve a satisfactory performance. It is also observed
that the NF scheme outperforms the FF scheme in terms of throughput maximization, but
the FF scheme outperforms the NF scheme in terms of fairness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system model of the
proposed 3D UAVs-enabled wireless-powered IoT networks, and the problem formulation of
the sum throughput maximization problem. Section III presents the solution to the proposed
optimization problem. Section IV shows simulation results for the proposed algorithms and the
comparison between the proposed schemes and conventional schemes. Section V concludes this
paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
As shown in Fig. 1, a UAV-enabled wireless-powered IoT network is considered, in which K
single-antenna IoT devices are widely distributed and multiple two-antenna UAVs periodically
charge and then collect data from ground IoT devices. In this work, we consider a centralized
network, in which the locations of the devices and UAVs are known to a control center located
at a central cloud server. Therefore, the server can calculate and obtain an accurate channel
state information according to the positions of the UAVs and the positions of the devices and
the previous channel state measurement information. The cloud server will then determine the
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NOTATIONS
Symbols Descriptions
K,N,M The numbers of devices, UAVs, and channels in network
K,N The set of all devices and UAVs defined as {1, 2, 3, · · · ,K} ∋ i and {1, 2, 3, · · · , N} ∋ j, respectively.
si,uj ∈ R
3×1 The location vector of each device i and UAV j
di,j , θi,j , D¯i,j The distance, elevation angle, and average path loss between device i and UAV j
τ0, τ1 The time duration of DL and UL
jD, jU The indices of UAV j at DL and UL
LjU The set of epochs for UAV j
U in network defined as {1, 2, · · · , LjU } ∋ k.
ZDi ,Z
U
i The sets of UAVs that can successfully provide energy to device i in DL and UL
Bk
jD
The set of devices charged by UAV jD in the epoch k
Ck
jU
The set of devices whose information is collected by UAV jU in the epoch k
si,k The indicator variable to denote whether the ith IoT device is scheduled for transmission in epoch k
Ak
jU
The set of devices served by UAV jU in the epoch k
Ii,jD , ai,jU , bi,jU The binary assignment variables in DL and UL, respectively.
I,A,B ∈ RK×N The assignment matrix corresponding to the variables Ii,jD , ai,jU , bi,jU
Device
: ( , )i ii x y
UAV : ( , , )j j jj x y h Energy transfer
Information Transmission
x
y
h
,i jd jh
,i jq
 Central Controller
Fig. 1. System model.
downlink and uplink time allocation, the UAVs locations, the device-UAV association, and the
scheduling order of each IoT device from the obtained channel state information. All UAVs
operate in the full-duplex mode. For DL energy transfer, UAVs always continuously broadcast
fixed energy signal xut with a constant transmit power Put to charge the devices that are located
within a maximum wireless energy transfer range. Since xut and the channel between the transmit
and receive antennas known at UAV. The self-interference signal can be reconstructed at the
receiving antenna and subtracted from the received signals. Therefore, the self-interference can
be easily handled by using existing digital or analog cancellation techniques [16]. Once the
devices harvest sufficient energy, they transmit information to the assigned UAV in the UL over
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(c) UL: epoch 2 in τ1 duration.
Fig. 2. Example illustration with six devices served by UAV j.
orthogonal frequencies using the harvested energy. An simple example is given in Fig. 2 to
illustrate the procedure. A UAV first charges all devices in DL in Fig. 2(a). In the first epoch of
UL in Fig. 2(b), the scheduled devices begin to transmit information to the UAV, whereas the
devices scheduled at epoch 2 still harvest energy. During epoch 2 in Fig. 2(c), all the remaining
devices transmit their information to the UAV. The UAVs can dynamically move to effectively
serve the IoT devices during the DL energy transfer and UL data transmission. We establish
a Cartesian coordinate system, where the center of the coverage area and the device location
are donated by (0, 0, 0) and si = (xi, yi, 0)
T ∈ R3×1, ∀i ∈ K , {1, 2, 3, · · · , K}, respectively.
Let uj = (xj , yj, hj)
T ∈ R3×1 be the 3D coordinate of each UAV j ∈ N , {1, 2, 3, · · · , N}
with hj being the altitude of UAV j as shown in Fig. 1. The location matrix for UAVs is
LN×3 = [u1 u2 · · · uN ]. For convenience, the most important variables used in this paper are
defined in Table I.
A. Channel Model
According to the 3GPP report [15], the air-to-ground communication links can be either LoS
or NLoS depending on the propagation environment and UAV altitude. For example, when a
UAV is flying in a urban macro scenario at an altitude of less than 100 m, there will inevitably
be LoS links and NLoS links, and the channel has a complete LoS condition when a UAV is
higher than 100 m. In general, for a UAV-based communication system, complete information
about exact locations, heights, and the number of obstacles may not be available [17]. In this
case, the randomness associated with LoS and NLoS links should be considered. The probability
of having LoS communication links depends on locations, heights, and the number of obstacles,
7as well as the elevation angle between an UAV and its associated ground user. One suitable
model for the LoS probability is given by [14]
PrLoSi,j = (1 + β exp(−ψ[θi,j − β]))−1 , (1)
where ψ and β are constant values that depend on the carrier frequency and the type of
environment (such as rural, urban, and dense urban) and θi,j is the elevation angle. Here,
θi,j =
180
pi
arcsin(
hj
di,j
), where di,j is the distance between device i and UAV j given as di,j =√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2 + h2j . From (1), it is evident that the LoS probability increases as
either the elevation angle or the UAV altitude increases. The NLoS probability is then obtained
as PrNLoSi,j =1−PrLoSi,j . Typically, given only the locations of the UAVs and devices, it is impossible
to determine which path loss type (LoS/NLoS) is experienced between the node and UAV exactly.
Therefore, we adopt the average channel gain, which has been widely used in 3D UAV-enabled
wireless communication literature [18], [19]. Denoting the average path loss between device i
and UAV j by D¯i,j , and the average channel gain between device i and UAV j can be expressed
as
gi,j=D¯
−1
i,j=(κ0di,j)
−α
(
PrLoSi,j µ
LoS+PrNLoSi,j µ
NLoS
)−1
, (2)
where the factor κ0 = 4πfc/c depends on carrier frequency fc and light speed c, and α is the path
loss exponent. Herein, we set α=2 for the LoS ground-to-air propagation [14]. µLoS and µNLoS
(µNLoS>µLoS>1) are the excessive path loss coefficients in LoS and NLoS cases, respectively.
(2) can be explained as that in the air-to-ground link between the ith node and the jth UAV,
PrLoSi,j portion of the signals experience the LoS link type, and Pr
NLoS
i,j portion of the signals
experience the NLoS link type. Note that, by using the average channel gain, there is no need
to account for LoS and NLoS links separately, and hence, the throughput and SNR expressions
become more tractable.
B. DL Energy Transfer
Let τ = {τ0, τ1} be two dynamic time slots for the proposed networks. All devices are charged
by UAVs in the DL in the first time slot τ0, and all devices in the second time slot τ1 begin to
transmit information to UAVs through the orthogonal channels. The indices of UAV j at time
τ0 and τ1 are denoted by j
D and jU , respectively. A position matrix of UAVs in the DL and UL
are denoted by LDN×3 and L
U
N×3, respectively.
8The energy harvested by device i from UAV jD in τ0 is
Ei,0 = ηiPutτ0δi
∑
jD∈ZD
i
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD), (3)
where δi indicates that only δi portion of multiple energy signals in free space successfully
received by the device i due to the constructive and destructive interferences; and gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)
denotes channel power gain which is a function of di,jD and θi,jD ; and ηi ∈ (0, 1] denotes an EH
efficiency factor for device i. Here, contrast of the conventional wireless powered networks, in
which a high-power fixed HAP BS is prevented from over-estimating the amount of harvested
power at the IoT devices [20], [21], we consider a linear energy harvesting model in [10]–[13]
since the input power at the device is far from the nonlinear region when the RF signals reach
the ground device through the air-to-ground channel.
Owing to the limited number of channels in the NB-IoT, denoted by M , we divide UL
time τ1 into LjU equal epochs, where LjU = ⌈CjUM ⌉ and CjU is the number of devices whose
information is collected by UAV jU ∈ N . The set of epochs for UAV jU is defined as LjU =
{1, 2, · · · , LjU}. The length of each epoch is then τ1L
jU
. Note that each UAV has two antennas
to perform simultaneous DL energy transfer and the UL information transmission. This implies
that devices scheduled later can harvest energy from the UAV in UL longer than the devices
scheduled earlier. The energy harvested by device i from UAVs in the UL during the kth epoch
is
Ei,k = ηiPut
(k − 1)τ1
LjU
δi
∑
jU∈ZUi
gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU ). (4)
To make our network practical, the following two constraints are considered in the system
design.
1) Energy harvesting constraints: The received power of the device must exceed a threshold,
so that the ground devices can successfully harvest energy. To this end, the following two
constraints should be satisfied, i.e.,
Putgi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) ≥ ρ, ∀jD ∈ ZDi , ∀i ∈ K, (5a)
Putgi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU ) ≥ ρ, ∀jU ∈ ZUi , ∀i ∈ K, (5b)
where ρ is the minimal RF input power required for ground devices [22], and ZDi and ZUi are
the sets of UAVs that can successfully provide energy to device i in DL and UL, respectively.
92) DL service constraints: To ensure that each device is charged by at least one UAV, the
following constraints are introduced:
ZDi 6= ∅, ZDi ⊂ N , ∀i ∈ K, (6a)
ZUi 6= ∅, ZUi ⊂ N , ∀i ∈ K. (6b)
C. UL Information Transmission
First, we introduce an indicator to denote whether the ith IoT device is scheduled for trans-
mission in epoch k as follows:
si,k =


1, if i ∈ AkjU ,
0, if i /∈ AkjU ,
(7)
where AkjU represents the set of devices served by UAV jU in the epoch k. For UAV jU , time
slot τ1 is equally divided into LjU epochs. Owing to the limited frequency resources in NB-IoT,
only one frequency resource block is assumed to be allocated to each device. Thus, in each
epoch, M orthogonal resource blocks are allocated to M different devices. Here, we consider
that each UAV uses different frequency bands to prevent interference during the UL phase. We
assume that the ground devices are equipped with super capacitor to store energy instead of
battery, and thus whole harvested energy is used for transmission within its scheduled time slot.
In the UL communications, the following constraints need to be considered.
1) SNR constraints: For the information receiver, i.e., the UAV, the signals can be recovered
only if the received UL signals satisfy a certain SNR condition, which is
εi[τ0LjU
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)+(k−1)τ1
∑
jU∈ZUi
gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )]gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )
τ1
≥si,kγ,∀i∈CjU,
(8)
where εi is a constant defined as εi , ηiδiPut/N0, ∀i ∈ K and γ is the SNR threshold. N0
denotes the noise power at the UAV.
2) UL service constraints: To ensure that each device delivers information to only one UAV,
we introduce the following constraints:
Cm ∩ Cn = ∅, ∀m 6= n ∈ N , (9a)⋃
jU∈N
CjU = K. (9b)
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The transmission rate from device i to UAV jU at the kth epoch is derived as follows:
Rki,jU=ln
(
1 +
gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )(Ei,0 + Ei,k)
τ1
L
jU
N0
)
(10)
=ln
(
1+
εi[τ0LjU
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)+(k−1)τ1
∑
jU∈ZUi
gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )]gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )
τ1
)
.
Finally, the sum throughput of device i served by UAV jU over LjU epochs is given by
Ti,jU =
L
jU∑
k=1
si,k
τ1
LjU
Rki,jU . (11)
D. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we are interested in finding the maximum throughput of the proposed network by
considering a 3D deployment of UAV swarm, including jointly optimized 3D locations of UAVs,
UAV-device associations, scheduling order, and time allocation. Note that, the UAV coordination
is mainly reflected in the location distribution of multiple UAVs and the association between the
UAV and the devices. Mathematically, the problem can be formulated as
OP: max
τ ,s,ZD1×K ,Z
U
1×K ,C1×N ,L
D
N×3,L
U
N×3
N∑
jU=1
∑
i∈C
jU
Ti,jU
s.t. τq > 0, ∀q ∈ {0, 1}, (12a)
τ0 + τ1 ≤ Thov, (12b)
si,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ CjU , ∀k ∈ LjU , ∀jU ∈ N , (12c)∑
i∈C
jU
si,k ≤M,
∑
k∈L
jU
si,k = 1, ∀i ∈ CjU , ∀k ∈ LjU , ∀jU ∈ N , (12d)
(5a), (5b), (6a), (6b), (8), (9a), and (9b),
where ZD1×K = [ZD1 ZD2 · · · ZDK ] and ZU1×K = [ZU1 ZU2 · · · ZUK ] are vectors for EH service
sets in DL and UL, respectively. C1×N = [C1 C2 · · · CN ] is a vector for the UL service set. The
constraints of (12a) and (12b) represent non-negativity of time, and the total time constraint,
respectively. Thov is the total hovering time for time slots in DL and UL. Energy consumption is
an important feature of UAVs [13], [23], [24], however, a short duration of movement of UAVs
between DL and UL is not considered in this study. Note that the total time constraint (12b) has
a similar effect with the total energy constraint. For the energy consumption of the intermediate
movement process, it can be modeled separately so that the energy consumed by the movement
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Fig. 3. Optimization procedures for the proposed solution.
is minimized, which is put as our future work. For convenience, we use a normalized unit block
time, i.e., Thov = 1. The constraints (12c) and (12d) indicate that each device can be scheduled
at most one epoch and at most M devices perform UL information transmission at each epoch
due to NB-IoT’s limited number of channels.
In OP, constraints (5a), (5b), and (8) are nonlinear and nonconvex due to the non-convexity
(1). Moreover, the DL constraints (5a), (5b), (6a), and (6b) are coupled with UL constraints
(8),(9a), and (9b). Besides, DL locations of UAVs and device-UAV association have an impact
on UL locations of UAVs and device-UAV association due to the causality of energy harvest
communication. For all these reasons, the proposed OP is not a convex optimization problem,
and thus can not be readily solved by existing convex optimization algorithms.
III. SOLUTION TO THE PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
For the above reasons, in this section, we propose a novel framework to solve OP. Fig. 3 shows
a block diagram that summarizes the main steps for solving OP. First, given the locations of
UAVs and associations between the UAVs and devices in DL and UL, we derive the optimal time
allocation and device scheduling. Next, with the optimal time allocation and fixed scheduling
obtained from the previous step, we transform OP to a mixed-integer sum-of-ratios problem, and
decompose it into the linear 0-1 fractional programming and nonlinear fractional programming
problems to design the locations of UAVs and device-UAV associations in DL. Finally, given
the other variables obtained from the previous two optimization steps, the locations of UAVs
and associations between the UAVs and devices in UL can be obtained from a sum-of-ratios
problem, which can be solved by using a Dinkelbach-based algorithm. The above procedure is
performed iteratively until all solutions are converged. Next, we discuss each step to obtain the
solutions in detail.
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A. Time allocation and scheduling optimization
For the given locations of UAVs and user associations, namely LD, LU , ZD, ZU and C , the
original problem OP can be converted into a convex optimization problem as follows:
P1: max
τ ,s
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
si,k
τ1
LjU
ln
(
1 +
Θ0iLjU τ0 +Θ
1
i (k − 1)τ1
τ1
)
(13a)
s.t. (12a), (12b), (12c), and (12d)
τ1si,kγ
Θ0iLjU τ0 +Θ
1
i (k − 1)τ1
≤ 1, ∀i ∈ CjU , ∀jU ∈ N , (13b)
where CjU = |CjU | is the number of devices assigned to UAV jU , and (13b) is the simplification
of SNR constraint (8) when the locations of UAVs and user associations in DL and UL are given.
Θ0i=εigi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU)
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) and Θ
1
i=εigi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU)
∑
jU∈ZUi
gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU).
For P1, we can derive the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Vector τ ∗ = [τ ∗0 , τ
∗
1 ] is the optimal time allocations of P1 for all UAVs, when it
satisfy the following:
τ ∗ =


Root

 N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,kR
k
i,jU =
N∑
j=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,kΘ
0
iLjU
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0 + [1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)]τ ∗1

 , ̟ < 1,
[
γ −Θ1m(n− 1)
γ +Θ0mLjU −Θ1m(n− 1)
,
Θ0mLjU
γ +Θ0mLjU −Θ1m(n− 1)
]
, ̟ ≥ 1,
(14)
where ̟ =
τ∗1 s
∗
m,nγ
Θ0mLjU τ
∗
0+Θ
1
m(n−1)τ
∗
1
and {m,n} = argmax{i∈K,k∈L
jU
}
τ∗1 s
∗
i,k
γ
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0+Θ
1
i (k−1)τ
∗
1
, and the
operator Root (·) finds the roots of an equation, and the set of devices served by UAV jU at
epoch k is obtained by as follows:
AkjU=arg max
C
(S)
jU
⊂
(
C
jU
/
∑LjU
n=k+1A
n
jU
)
,
|C
(S)
jU
|≤M
∑
i∈C
(S)
jU
τ ∗1
LjU
ln
(
1+
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0+Θ
1
i (k−1)τ ∗1
τ ∗1
)
− w
∗
i,kτ
∗
1 γ
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0 +Θ
1
i (k−1)τ ∗1
.
(15)
Here, w∗i,k is obtained as follows:
w∗i,k =


1,
τ ∗1 γ
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0 +Θ
1
i (k−1)τ ∗1
≥ 1,
0,
τ ∗1 γ
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0 +Θ
1
i (k−1)τ ∗1
< 1.
(16)
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
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An interesting point of Theorem 1 is that we can find that the optimal solution of P1 that
makes the sum rate of UL communication in the DC phase an optimum value. In addition, by
comparing (14) and the objective function (13a) in P1, we can convert the logarithmic form in
(13a) into a fractional expression.
B. DL assignment and 3D location optimization
For the given optimal time allocation, UL scheduling, UL device association, and UAV
locations, we optimize the DL assignment and 3D locations of UAVs. Based on Theorem 1,
the optimization problem P1 under condition that ̟ < 1 can be reformulated as follows:
max
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
τ ∗1
LjU
Rki,jU ⇐⇒ max
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,kΘ
0
iLjU
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0 + [1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)]τ ∗1
, (17)
⇐⇒ max
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,k
Φi[1+Θ1i (k−1)]/
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)+τ
∗
0
,
⇐⇒ min
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
L
jU∑
k=1
Ak
jU∑
i=1
Φi[1+Θ
1
i (k−1)]−τ ∗1
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)
Φi[1+Θ
1
i (k−1)]+τ ∗0
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)
,
where Φi =
τ∗1
εiLjU gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )
.
Subsequently, the optimization problem P1 under condition that ̟ ≥ 1 can be reformulated
as follows:
max
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
τ ∗1
LjU
Rki,jU⇐⇒ max
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,k ln
(
1+
Θ0iγ−Θ0iΘ1m(n−1)+Θ1i (k−1)Θ0m
Θ0m
)
,
(a)⇐⇒ min
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,kΘ
0
m
Θ0i [γ−Θ1m(n−1)]+[1+Θ1i (k−1)]Θ0m
, (18)
⇐⇒ min
LD ,ZD
N∑
jU=1
L
jU∑
k=1
Ak
jU∑
i=1
1
Γi
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)+Θ
1
i (k−1)+1
,
where ‘(a)’ come from the fact that lnx ≥ 1−1/x for x > 0 and Γi = εigi,jU (di,jU ,θi,jU )[γ−Θ
1
m(n−1)]
Θ0m
.
In this section, we thus mainly discuss the optimization of the following function, i.e.,
F2 =


N∑
jU=1
L
jU∑
k=1
Ak
jU∑
i=1
Φi[1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)]− τ ∗1
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)
Φi[1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)] + τ ∗0
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)
, ̟ < 1,
N∑
jU=1
L
jU∑
k=1
Ak
jU∑
i=1
1
Γi
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) + Θ
1
i (k − 1) + 1
, ̟ ≥ 1.
(19)
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Given the optimal time allocation, UL scheduling, UL 3D locations of UAVs and UL associ-
ation between UAVs and devices, we optimize the DL assignment and 3D locations of UAVs.
P2: min
LD ,ZD
F2, (20a)
s.t. (5a), and (6a).
Directly solving P2 is challenging, because the UAVs’ locations and device association are
coupled. In particular, to obtain the device association, the locations of the UAVs must be known.
Moreover, the UAVs’ locations cannot be optimized without knowing the device association.
Therefore, we decompose P2 into two subproblems. In the first subproblem, given the fixed
locations of UAVs, the DL devices associations are optimized. In the second subproblem, given
the optimal device association from the first subproblem, the suboptimal DL 3D locations of
UAVs are designed to maximize the sum throughput of the devices.
1) DL Assignment Step: First, we introduce binary variable Ii,jD , where Ii,jD = 1 if device i
can harvest energy from radio signals from UAV jD, Ii,jD = 0 otherwise. And the corresponding
allocation matrix is IK×N . The set of UAVs which covers device i is then defined as follows:
ZDi , {n|Ii,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N}, ∀i ∈ K. (21)
Using Ii,jD , F2 can be rewritten as follows:
F2a =


Φi[1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)]− τ ∗1
∑N
jD=1 Ii,jD/D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)
Φi[1 + Θ1i (k − 1)] + τ ∗0
∑N
jD=1 Ii,jD/D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD)
, ̟ < 1
1
Γi
∑N
jD=1 Ii,jD/D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) + Θ
1
i (k − 1) + 1
, ̟ ≥ 1
, ∀i ∈ AkjU , ∀k ∈ LjU .
(22)
When given all UAVs’ locations during the τ0, we have P2a as follows:
P2a: min
IK×N
F2a, (23a)
s.t.
1
D¯i,jD
≥ Ii,jDρ
Put
, ∀jD ∈ N , (23b)
Ii,jD ∈ {0, 1}, ∀jD ∈ N , (23c)
N∑
jD=1
Ii,jD ≥ 1, (23d)
Here, P2a is a linear 0-1 fractional programming problem. Although we can use Isbell-Marlow
procedure or Charnes-Cooper procedure transform it into the linear integer problems which can
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be solved by a cutting plane algorithm. However, the cutting plane algorithm can be inefficient for
potentially high number of IoT devices in large-scale IoT. Consider C(x) = a0+
∑N
jD=1 ajDxjD
donates the cost function, and V (x) = b0 +
∑N
jD=1 bjDxjD donates the value function, a 0-1
fractional programming problem is as follows [25]:
min
x
r =
C(x)
V (x)
, xjD ∈ {0, 1}. (24)
For P2a, if ̟ < 1, a0 = b0 = Φi[1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)], ajD = −τ ∗1 /D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) and
bjD = τ
∗
0 /D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD). Otherwise, a0 = 1, b0 = Φi[1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)], ajD = 0 and bjD =
Γi/D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD). For generating a sequence of parameters converging to optimal r
∗, there
are various methods, such as a binary search method and a Dinkelbach’s algorithm [26]. It
is shown for the nonlinear fractional programming problems that the convergence rate of the
binary search method is linear, whereas Dinkelbach’s algorithm converges superlinearly [25],
[27]. Besides, compared to the conventional 0-1 fractional programming problem, P2a has an
additional constraint in (23b) which results from the DL energy harvesting threshold constraint.
This constraint indicates that device i cannot be assigned to UAV jD if Put/D¯i,jD < ρ. Therefore,
in the 0-1 fractional programming problem, we can consider ajD = +∞ to avoid assigning
device i to UAV jD when Put/D¯i,jD < ρ which implies the constraint in (23b) is violated. In
this study, compared to a binary search method with a time complexity of O (KNB1B2) where
B1 = max∀i∈Ak
jU
, ∀k∈L
jU
{max∀jD∈N ajD , 1} and B2 = max∀i∈Ak
jU
, ∀k∈L
jU
{maxjD∈N bjD , 1}, we
employ the Dinkelbach’s algorithm of 0-1 fractional programming to solve P2a with time com-
plexity O (KNB3), where B3 = max∀i∈Ak
jU
, ∀k∈L
jU
{maxjD∈N ajD ,maxjD∈N bjD , 1}. Another
major advantage of using Dinkelbach’s algorithm is that no linear integer solver is required,
and the memory usage during the computational process tends to be rather small compared
with using cutting plane method or binary search method, especially for large-scale linear 0-1
fractional programming problems.
2) 3D Position Acquisition Step: After obtaining assignment matrix IK×N to UAVs from
P2a, we can then also obtain the set of devices served by UAV jD, which is defined as BjD ,
{k|Ik,jD=1, ∀k∈K}, ∀jD∈N . For each UAV jD, F2 can be equivalently reformulated as follows:
F2b =


L
jU∑
k=1
Bk
jD∑
i=1
1
Φi[1 + Θ1i (k − 1)]D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) + τ ∗0
, ̟ < 1,
L
jU∑
k=1
Bk
jD∑
i=1
Γi/[1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)]
[1 + Θ1i (k − 1)]D¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) + Γi
, ̟ ≥ 1,
(25)
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where BkjD = |BkjD | is the number of devices served by UAV jD at epoch k.
It is noted that the objective functions (25) under conditions that ̟ < 1 and ̟ ≥ 1 have the
same structure, i.e.,
F2b =
L
jU∑
k=1
Bk
jD∑
i=1
α3,i,k
α1,i,kD¯i,jD(di,jD , θi,jD) + α2,i
, (26)
where α1,i,k = Φi[1+Θ
1
i (k−1)], α2,i = τ ∗0 , and α3,i,k = 1 if ̟ < 1, and α1,i,k = [1+Θ1i (k−1)],
α2,i = Γi, and α3,i,k = Γi/[1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)] otherwise.
When assignment matrix IK×N is given from P2a, for each UAV j
D, P2 can be equivalently
reformulated into the following problem:
P2b: max
u
jD
F2b, (27a)
s.t.
Put
D¯i,jD(xjD , yjD , hjD)
≥ ρ, ∀i ∈ BkjD , ∀k ∈ LjU , ∀jD ∈ N . (27b)
It is observed that the problem (27) is a sum-of-ratios programming problem. This is a non-
convex and non-deterministic polynomial (NP)-hard problem [28]. The classical Dinkelbach
transformation is usually used to solve the single-ratio fractional problems [29]. However, the
Dinkelbach transformation cannot be easily generalized to the multiple-ratio fractional problems
because the objective function of the transformed problem is not necessarily the same as the
objective function of the original fractional problem. To tackle this issue, we employ Dinkelbach
quadratic transformation which can guarantee a strong equivalence after the transformation by
equivalently transforming the fractional term in the sum-of-ratios problem into a linear term
[30]. The problem is formulated as follows:
max
u
jD
,ς
L
jU∑
k=1
Bk
jD∑
i=1
2ςi
√
α3,i,k−ς2i
(
α1,i,kκ
2
0d
2
i,jD [µ
LoSPrLoSi,jD+µ
NLoSPrNLoSi,jU ]+α2,i
)
, ∀jD∈N ,(28a)
s.t. d2i,jD [µLoSPr
LoS
i,jD + µNLoSPr
NLoS
i,jD ] ≤
Put
κ20ρ
, ∀i ∈ BkjD , ∀k ∈ LjU , ∀jD ∈ N , (28b)
where ς , {ς1, ς2, · · · , ςB
jD
} is introduced as a slack vector.
In the (m+1)th iteration, given the slack variables ς (m) in the mth iteration, the optimization
problem is non-convex jointly over (xjD , yjD , hjD) because Pr
LoS
i,jD is highly nonlinear, which
makes the problem (28) difficult to handle for the purpose of UAV location optimization. How-
ever, given any altitude hjD , Pr
LoS
i,jD is a decreasing function of di,jD and µ
LoSPrLoSi,j +µ
NLoSPrNLoSi,j
is an increasing function of di,jD since µ
LoS < µNLoS. Thus, we can reformulate this problem as
a convex optimization problem.
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Fig. 4. Error from the objective function approximation.
Now, we consider F (di,j) = d
2
i,j[µ
LoSPrLoSi,j +µ
NLoSPrNLoSi,j ] that is used in problem (28).
Although F (di,j) is approximated by a convex quadratic function in [19], a large bias exists
owing to the approximation if the fixed altitude is small. Therefore, in pursuit of a more accurate
result, we approximate it as a convex quadratic function by using a polynomial fitting method
as follows:
F (di,j)≈(k1di,j+k2)2+k3, (29)
where k1, k2 and k3 are altitude dependent coefficients. Fig. 4 shows the error of the objective
function (29) caused by the quadratic approximation. As we can see from Fig. 4, which is
obtained based on the parameters in Table II, the error is less than 2% for different UAVs
altitudes.
Noting that F (di,jD) is a monotonically increasing function of feasible di,jD , P2b can be
reformulated for arbitrarily given hjD as follows:
P2b-1: max
x
(m+1)
jD
,y
(m+1)
jD
L
jU∑
k=1
Bk
jD∑
i=1
(2ςi
√
α3,i,k − ς2i α2,i)− ς2i α1,i,kκ20
[(
k1‖ujD−si‖2+k2
)2
+k3
]
,(30a)
s.t. ‖ujD − si‖22 ≤ (dm0 )2, ∀i ∈ BkjD , ∀k ∈ LjU , ∀jD ∈ N , (30b)
where dm0 = Root
(
F (di,jD) = Put/(κ
2
0ρ)
)
.
As we can see from P2b-1, ς2i α1,i,kκ
2
0
[(
k1‖ujD−si‖2+k2
)2
+k3
]
is a strictly convex function
of ujD−si, because norm is a convex function and the power function f(x) = xa is a convex
and non-decreasing function if a ≥ 1. Thus, according to [31], problem (30) is concave, which
can be solved by using the off-the-shelf solvers, e.g., CVX. After we get the suboptimal 2D
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coordinates of UAVs, (l∗jD)
(m+1) = ((x∗jD)
(m+1), (y∗jD)
(m+1)) in the mth iteration, the suboptimal
altitudes of UAVs can be obtained by solving the following problem:
P2b-2: (h∗jD)
(m+1) = argmax
h
jD
L
jU∑
k=1
Bk
jD∑
i=1
(
(2ςi
√
α3,i,k − ς2i α2,i)−
ς2i α1,i,kκ
2
0‖((l∗jD)(m+1), hjD)−si‖22
[ µLoS−µNLoS
1+β exp(−ψ[180
pi
arcsin
(
h
jU√
‖((l∗
jD
)(m+1) ,h
jD
)−si‖22
)
−β])
+µNLoS
])
,
(31)
where (31) is still a highly nonlinear function, and its convexity can be judged by the second-
order Hessian matrix. Here, through the numerical simulation with the parameters in Table II,
it is verified (31) is a one-dimensional quasi-concave function. The suboptimal altitude of the
UAV is then obtained via one-dimensional search over a feasible range of altitudes.
After (u∗jD)
(m+1) = ((x∗jD)
(m+1), (y∗jD)
(m+1), (h∗jD)
(m+1)) in the (m+1)th iteration is obtained,
an efficient gradient descent algorithm can be applied to obtain the optimal value of ς
(m+1)
i by
letting the gradient of objective function (28a) respect to ςi equals to a zero. The resultant ς
(m+1)
i
is as follows:
ς
(m+1)
i =
√
α3,i,k
α1,i,kκ20d
2
i,jD
[µLoSPrLoS
i,jD
+ µNLoSPrNLoS
i,jU
] + α2,i
. (32)
Note that, (30), (31), and (32) are guaranteed to achieve a stationary point of the concave-
convex fractional programming problems with a nondecreasing sum-of-functions-of-ratio value in
each iteration. Furthermore, Dinkelbach quadratic transformation allows the algorithm to explore
the solution space almost fully [30].
C. UL assignment and 3D location optimization
For the given optimal time allocation, UL scheduling, DL user association, and UAV locations,
we optimize the UL assignment and 3D locations of UAVs. Based on Theorem 1, the optimization
problem P1 under condition that ̟ < 1 can be reformulated as follows:
max
LU ,C,ZU
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
τ ∗1
LjU
Rki,jU ⇐⇒ max
LU ,C ,ZU
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,kΘ
0
iLjU
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0 + [1 + Θ
1
i (k − 1)]τ ∗1
, (33)
⇐⇒ max
LU ,C ,ZU
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,k
Λi/gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU) + εiΛi(k − 1)
∑
jU∈ZUi
gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU ) + τ
∗
0
,
where Λi =
τ∗1
εiLjU
∑
jD∈ZD
i
g
i,jD
(d
i,jD
)
.
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On the other hand, the optimization problem P1 under condition that ̟ ≥ 1 can be reformu-
lated as follows:
max
LU ,C,ZU
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
τ ∗1
LjU
Rki,jU ⇐⇒ min
LU ,C ,ZU
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,kΘ
0
m
Θ0i [γ−Θ1m(n−1)]+[1+Θ1i (k−1)]Θ0m
,
(34)
⇐⇒ max
LU ,C ,ZU
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,k
(
Ωi+εi(k−1)
∑
nU∈ZUi
gi,nU (di,nU , θi,nU )
)
Ωi+εi(k−1)
∑
nU∈ZUi
gi,nU (di,nU , θi,nU )+1/gi,jU(di,jU , θi,jU )
,
where Ωi =
εi
∑
jD∈ZD
i
g
i,jD
(di,jD , θi,jD)[γ−Θ1m(n−1)]
Θ0m
.
In this section, we thus mainly discuss on the optimization of the following function:
F3=


N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,k
Λi/gi,jU (di,jU , θi,jU) + εiΛi(k − 1)
∑
nU∈ZUi
gi,nU (di,nU , θi,nU ) + τ
∗
0
, ̟ < 1,
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
s∗i,k
(
Ωi+εi(k−1)
∑
nU∈ZUi
gi,nU (di,nU , θi,nU )
)
Ωi+εi(k−1)
∑
nU∈ZUi
gi,nU (di,nU , θi,nU )+1/gi,jU(di,jU , θi,jU )
, o.w.
(35)
Given the optimal time allocation, UL scheduling, DL locations of UAVs, and DL association
between UAVs and devices, we optimize jointly the UL assignment and 3D locations of UAVs
by solving the following problem:
P3: max
LU ,C ,ZU
F3 (36a)
s.t. (5b), (6b), (8), (9a), and (9b).
Similar to the DL optimization process, directly solving P3 is challenging, because the UAVs’
locations and device association are mutually coupled. Thus, we decompose P3 into two sub-
problems. In the first subproblem, given the fixed locations of UAVs, the UL devices associations
are optimized. In the second subproblem, given the optimal device association obtained from
the first subproblem, the suboptimal UL 3D locations of UAVs are designed to maximize the
sum throughput of the devices.
Here, we note that satisfying the SNR requirement (8) of each device significantly depends
on the distance and the elevation angle between the device and its serving UAV.
1) UL Assignment Step: In UL phase, UAVs not only provide energy but also gather infor-
mation. Denote an allocation matrix by AK×N . Here, if the ith device is assigned to the j
U th
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UAV, the (i, jU)th element ai,jU of AK×N is one, and otherwise a zero. The set of devices served
by UAV jU is then defined as follows:
CjU , {k|ak,jU = 1, ∀k ∈ K}, ∀jU ∈ N . (37)
Similar to P2a, we introduce a binary variable, bi,jU , where bi,jU = 1 if device i can harvest
energy from radio signals from UAV jU , and bi,jU = 0 otherwise. The corresponding allocation
matrix is denoted by BK×N . The set of UAVs that covers device i is then defined as follows:
ZUi , {n|bi,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N}, ∀i ∈ K. (38)
Using ai,jU and bi,jU , F3 can be reformulated as follows:
F3a =


s∗i,kai,jU
ΛiD¯i,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )+εiΛi(k−1)
∑N
nU=1 bi,nU/D¯i,nU (di,nU , θi,nU )+τ
∗
0
, ̟ < 1,
s∗i,kai,jU
(
Ωi + εi(k − 1)
∑N
nU=1 bi,nU/D¯i,nU (di,nU , θi,nU )
)
Ωi+εi(k−1)
∑N
nU=1 bi,nU/D¯i,nU (di,nU , θi,nU )+D¯i,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )
, ̟ ≥ 1.
, ∀i ∈ K.
(39)
There exist the DL energy service constraints (6b) and the UL information service constraints
(9a) and (9b). Since different constraints in DL energy transfer and UL information transmission,
it is difficult to directly obtain the optimal UAV-device association in UL. Therefore, we use
an alternating optimization method. We first optimize the UAV-device association variable bi,jU
for energy transmission with the fixed information transmission device-UAV association variable
ai,jU and locations of UAVs, which is then be formulated as follows:
P3a-1: max
BK×N
F3a, (40a)
s.t.
1
D¯i,jU
≥ bi,nUρ
Put
, ∀nU ∈ N , (40b)
bi,nU ∈ {0, 1}, ∀nU ∈ N , (40c)
N∑
nU=1
bi,nU ≥ 1. (40d)
Because binary variable bi,nU in P3a-1 is located in the denominator, P3a-1 is a binary
fractional programming problem, which can also be solved by using the same method of P2a.
Using obtaining assignment matrix BK×N to UAVs from P3a-1, we can then obtain AK×N by
solving following problem:
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P3a-2: max
AK×N
N∑
jU=1
K∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
F3a, (41a)
s.t.
N∑
jU=1
ai,jU = 1, ∀i ∈ K, (41b)
ai,jU τ1s
∗
i,kγD¯i,jU
εi
≤ χi,jU ,k, ∀i ∈ K, ∀jU ∈ N , (41c)
where χi,jU ,k , LjU τ0
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD + (k − 1)τ1
∑N
nU=1
b
i,nU
D¯
i,nU
. Since the binary variable ai,jU
is involved in the numerator only, P3a-2 is evidently an linear integer programming problem,
and we can solve it by using a standard linear integer algorithm, i.e., a cutting plane method.
However, the cutting plane method can be inefficient for potentially high number of IoT devices
in large-scale IoT. Similar to P2a, after setting the cost value to be +∞ to avoid the constraint
in (41c) being violated, we can transform P3a-2 to a classical assignment problem, which can
be solved by using a Hungarian method with a complexity order of O((KN)3) [32].
2) 3D Position Acquisition Step: It is worth noting that a device may harvest energy from the
signals emitted by more than one UAV in the DL energy harvest scenario, owing to the broadcast
nature of the wireless medium. However, a device can only contact one UAV in the UL data
communications. Therefore, the DL device set B and UL device set C served by different UAVs
have the following relationship: Bm0 ∩Bn0 6= ∅ and Cm1 ∩ Cn1 = ∅, ∃m0, n0 ∈ N , ∀m1, n1 ∈ N .
For each UAV jU , we further reformulate F3 as follows:
F3b=


L
jU∑
k=1
Ck
jU∑
i=1
v(bi,jU)
ΛiD¯i,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )v(bi,jU)+(Λiιi,k + τ
∗
0 )v(bi,jU)+εiΛi(k−1)bi,jU
, ̟ < 1,
L
jU∑
k=1
Ck
jU∑
i=1
(ιi,k + Ωi)v(bi,jU)+εi(k−1)bi,jU
D¯i,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )v(bi,jU)+(ιi,k + Ωi)v(bi,jU)+εi(k−1)bi,jU
, ̟ ≥ 1,
(42)
where ιi,k , εi(k−1)
∑N
nU=1,nU 6=jU bi,nU/D¯i,nU (di,jU , θi,nU ), v(bi,jU) ,
[
(D¯i,jU−1)bi,jU+1
]
, and
CkjU = |CkjU | is the number of devices served by UAV jU at epoch k.
It should be also noted that the objective functions (42) under conditions that ̟ < 1 and
̟ ≥ 1 have the same structure as
F3b =
L
jU∑
k=1
Ck
jU∑
i=1
ϕ1,i,kv(bi,jU) + ϕ2,i,kbi,jU
̺1,iD¯i,jU (di,jU , θi,jU )v(bi,jU) + ̺2,i,kv(bi,jU) + ̺3,i,kbi,jU
, (43)
where ϕ1,i,k = 1, ϕ2,i,k = 0, ̺1,i = Λi, ̺2,i,k = Λiιi,k + τ
∗
0 , and ̺3,i,k = εiΛi(k − 1) if ̟ < 1,
whereas ϕ1,i,k = ιi,k+Ωi, ϕ2,i,k = εi(k− 1), ̺1,i = 1, ̺2,i,k = ϕ1,i,k, and ̺3,i,k = ϕ2,i,k if ̟ ≥ 1.
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For the sum-of-ratios objective function (43), using polynomial fitting and Dinkelbach quadratic
transformation in Section III-B2, we formulate UL UAV placement optimization problem as
follows:
max
u
jU
,ξ
L
jU∑
k=1
Ck
jU∑
i=1
2ξi
√
ϕ1,i,kv(bi,jU)+ϕ2,i,kbi,jU−ξ2i (̺1,iD¯i,jU (ujU )v(bi,jU)+̺2,i,kv(bi,jU)+̺3,i,kbi,jU),(44a)
s.t. d2i,jU [µ
LoSPrLoSi,jU + µ
NLoSPrNLoSi,jU ] ≤
Put
κ20ρ
, ∀i ∈ CkjU , ∀k ∈ LjU , ∀jU ∈ N , (44b)
d2i,jU [µ
LoSPrLoSi,jU + µ
NLoSPrNLoSi,jU ] ≤
εi
γκ20
(
LjU
τ ∗0
τ ∗1
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD + (k − 1)
N∑
nU=1
bi,nU
D¯i,nU
)
,(44c)
where ξ , {ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξC
jU
} is introduced as a slack vector.
For convenience, we define the following function:
f 3b−1
i,jU
,


2ξi
√
ϕ1,i,k − ξ2i ̺2,i,k − ξ2i ̺1,iκ20
[(
k1‖ujU−si‖2+k2
)2
+k3
]
, bi,jU = 0,
Uai,jU − U bi,jU , bi,jU = 1.
(45)
Here, for UAV placement, UAVs not only provide energy but also gather information in
UL. Thus, the objective function (45) has two states depending on whether this UAV only
collects information from this device or it also transfers additional energy in the UL phase. When
bi,jU = 0, UAV j
U only collects information from device i. Here, the objective function f 3b−1
i,jU
is
similar to the objective function (30a) in the DL UAV placement optimization, where both are
the concave functions. On the other hand, when bi,jU = 1, UAV j
U not only collects information
from device i but also transfers energy to device i in previous epochs in UL phase. Uai,jU (ujU ) ,
c(ujU )−ξ2i ̺3,i,k and c(ujU ) , ξi
√
2ϕ1,i,kκ0
(
k1‖ujU−si‖2+k2
)
+ξi
√
2ϕ1,i,kκ20k3 + 2ϕ2,i,k . c(ujU )
is the lower bound of 2ξi
√
ϕ1,i,kD¯i,jU (ujU )+ϕ2,i,k from the fact that
a+b
2
≤
√
a2+b2
2
, and when
‖ujU−si‖2 =
√
2ϕ1,i,kk3+2ϕ2,i,k
k1
√
2ϕ1,i,k
− k2
k1
, c(ujU ) is tight. U
b
i,jU (ujU ) , ξ
2
i ̺1,iκ
4
0
(
F (‖ujU−si‖2)
)2
+
ξ2i ̺2,i,kκ
2
0F (‖ujU−si‖2). Since Uai,jU (ujU ) and U bi,jU (ujU ) are convex with respect to (xjU , yjU ),
f 3b−1
i,jU
with bi,jU = 1 has the difference-of-convex structure, which can be solved by the concave-
convex procedure (CCCP) [33]. Denoting (x
(n)
jU
, y
(n)
jU
, h
(n)
jU
) by u
(n)
jU
at the fixed point at the nth
iteration, the first-order Taylor series expansion of Uai,jU around u
(n)
jU
can be expressed as follows:
U ci,jU (u
(n+1)
jU
) = Uai,jU (u
(n)
jU
) +∇
(
Uai,jU (u
(n)
jU
)
)
(u
(n+1)
jU
− u(n)
jU
). (46)
By substituting (46) into f 3b−1
i,jU
in (45) when bi,jU = 1, we can obtain the lower bound of
f 3b−1
i,jU
when bi,jU = 1 as follows:
f 3b−1
i,jU
= U ci,jU − U bi,jU . (47)
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Noting that U ci,jU is an affine function with respect to (xjU , yjU ) and U
b
i,jU is a convex function
with respect to (xjU , yjU ). Thus, the lower bound of f
3b−1
i,jU
is concave over (xjU , yjU ), which can
be solved by using the standard convex optimization tools, e.g., CVX.
Thus, we can rewrite the optimization problem for given hjU as follows:
P3b-1: max
x
jU
,y
jU
L
jU∑
k=1
Ck
jU∑
i=1
f 3b−1
i,jU
, ∀jU ∈ N , (48a)
s.t. ‖ujU − si‖22 ≤ (dmi )2, ∀i ∈ CkjU , ∀k ∈ LjU , ∀jU ∈ N , (48b)
where dmi , min
{
Root
(
F (di,jU) =
εi
γκ20
(
LjU
τ∗0
τ∗1
∑
jD∈ZDi
gi,jD + (k − 1)
∑N
nU=1
b
i,nU
D¯
i,nU
))
,Root
(
F (di,jU) =
Put
κ20ρ
)}
.
Similar to P3b-2, we introduce the following one-dimensional function with hjU as variable:
f 3b−2
i,jU
,


2ξi
√
ϕ1,i,k−ξ2i ̺2,i,k−ξ2i ̺1,iD
(‖((l∗jU )(n+1), hjU )−si‖22) , bi,jU=0,
2ξi
√
ϕ1,i,kD
(
‖((l∗
jU
)(n+1), hjU )−si‖22
)
+ϕ2,i,k−ξ2i
(̺
1,iD2
(‖((l∗jU )(n+1),hjU )−si‖22)
+̺2,i,kD
(‖((l∗jU )(n+1), hjU )−si‖22)+̺3,i,k), bi,jU=1,
(49)
where D(x),κ20x
[
µLoS−µNLoS
1+β exp
(
−ψ
[
180
pi
arcsin
(
h
jU√
x
)
−β
])+µNLoS
]
.
The suboptimal altitude of UAV is then obtained from the argument that minimizes the
following one-dimensional function as follows:
P3b-2: (h∗jU )
n+1 = argmax
h
jU
L
jU∑
k=1
Ck
jU∑
i=1
f 3b−2
i,jU
, (50)
where
∑L
jU
k=1
∑Ck
jU
i=1 f
3b−2
i,jU
is a quasi-concave function when both bi,jU = 0 and bi,jU = 1 as
verified by numerical simulation based on the parameters in Table II. The suboptimal altitude
of the UAV is then obtained via one-dimensional search over a feasible range of altitudes.
After (u∗jU )
(n+1) = ((x∗jU )
(n+1), (y∗jU )
(n+1), (h∗jU )
(n+1)) is obtained in the (n+1)th iteration,
an efficient gradient descent algorithm can be applied to obtain the optimal value of ξ
(n+1)
i by
letting the gradient of objective function (44a) respect to ξi equals to a zero. The resultant ξ
(n+1)
i
is as follows:
ξ
(n+1)
i =


√
ϕ1,i,k
̺1,iD¯i,jU
(
(u∗jU )
(n+1)
)
+ ̺2,i,k
, bi,jU=0,√
ϕ1,i,kD¯i,jU
(
(u∗jU )
(n+1)
)
+ϕ2,i,k
(̺1,iD¯i,jU
(
(u∗jU )
(n+1)
)
+̺2,i,k)D¯i,jU
(
(u∗jU )
(n+1)
)
+̺3,i,k
, bi,jU=1.
(51)
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Similarly, (48), (50), and (51) are guaranteed to achieve a stationary point of concave-convex
fractional programming problems with a nondecreasing sum-of-functions-of-ratio value in each
iteration. In the end, the value of ςi can be reset through an explore method, and the globally
optimal solution can be obtained after the multiple comparisons.
To solve the original optimization problem OP, the time allocation and scheduling order
(presented in subsection III-A), the DL device association and UAVs locations (optimization in
III-B), and the UL device association and UAVs locations (optimization in III-C) are applied
iteratively until there is no change in sum throughput of the network. Evidently, at each iteration,
the sum throughput of the system increases monotonically. Hence, the suboptimal solution
converges a locally optimum after several iterations. The main procedure for solving OP is
summarized in Algorithm 1. In step 15, the sum throughput of the last output of the algorithm
is compared with the sum throughput of the previous iteration. When the growth is less than a
certain threshold, it can be determined that the optimal value has no longer changed, that is, the
convergence is reached.
Algorithm 1 Main steps for the optimal solutions of OP
1: Initialize n = 0, u
(0)
jD
, u
(0)
jU
, s, I(0), A(0), B(0), τ (0).
2: Repeat:
3: n = n+ 1.
4: Compute (w∗)(n) from (16) under (u∗
jD
)(n−1) , (u∗
jU
)(n−1), (I∗)(n−1) , (A∗)(n−1) , (B∗)(n−1) , (τ ∗)(n−1).
5: Compute (s∗)(n) from (7) and (15) under (u∗
jD
)(n−1) , (u∗
jU
)(n−1), (I∗)(n−1) , (A∗)(n−1) , (B∗)(n−1) , (τ ∗)(n−1), (w∗)(n).
6: Compute (τ ∗)(n) via one-dimensional search over (0, Thov).
7: Compute ̟=max{
τ∗
1
s∗i,kγ
Θ0
i
L
jU
τ∗
0
+Θ1
i
(k−1)τ∗
1
} under (u∗
jD
)(n−1), (u∗
jU
)(n−1), (I∗)(n−1) , (A∗)(n−1) , (B∗)(n−1) , (s∗)(n), (τ ∗)(n).
8: if ̟ < 1 then
9: Update (I∗)(n) and (u∗
jD
)(n) from Section III-B by bringing in τ∗1 , τ
∗
0 and (A
∗)(n−1) , (B∗)(n−1) and (u∗
jU
)(n−1) .
10: Update (A∗)(n), (B∗)(n) and (u∗
jU
)(n) from Section III-C by bringing in τ∗1 , τ
∗
0 and (I
∗)(n) and (u∗
jD
)(n).
11: else
12: Update (I∗)(n) and (u∗
jD
)(n) from Section III-B by bringing in Θm and (A
∗)(n−1), (B∗)(n−1) and (u∗
jU
)(n−1).
13: Update (A∗)(n), (B∗)(n) and (u∗
jU
)(n) from Section III-C by bringing in Θm and (I
∗)(n) and (u∗
jD
)(n).
14: end if
15: Until: Convergence of sum throughput.
16: Output: τ ∗, s∗, A∗, B∗, I∗ and u∗
jD
,u∗
jU
.
For UL and DL optimization, the complexity of the worst case is O (L1NK3), where L1
denotes the average number of iterations for the convergence of Dinkelbach based algorithm.
Thus, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is O (L0L1NK3), where L0 denotes the average number
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Description Parameter Value
EH efficiency under interference ηiδi 0.5
Additional path loss for LoS link µLoS 3 dB
Additional path loss for NLoS link µNLoS 23 dB
Noise power N0 -120 dBm
DL EH threshold ρ -18 dBm in [22]
UL SNR threshold γ 5 dB
of iterations for the convergence of Algorithm 1. For implementation, we consider a centralized
network, in which the locations of the devices and UAVs are known to a control center located
at a central cloud server. The cloud server will determine the DL and UL time allocation, the
UAVs locations, the device-UAV association, and the scheduling order of each IoT device.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present several numerical examples to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm.
A. Simulation Setup
We consider 80 IoT devices, i.e., K = 80, which are uniformly located within a circular
area with a radius of 80 meters (m), and four UAVs, i.e., N = 4, in the coverage area. An
urban environment is considered with β=11.95 and ψ=0.14 at 2GHz carrier frequency [14].
For NB-IoT, the number of available subcarriers is M = 12. The results given in the following
simulation are averaged over a large number of independent runs. Table II lists other simulation
parameters. In this study, we follow the simulation parameters in the existing studies, which are
prevalently used, e.g., [10], [18], and [19].
B. EH threshold effect on the location of UAVs
In Fig. 5, we investigate the effect of the EH threshold ρ on the 3D locations of UAVs in
DL. From Fig. 5(a), we observe that each UAV adjusts its height and location to cover a part of
devices when the EH threshold of the device is relatively high. On the other hand, when the EH
threshold is low in Fig. 5(b), each UAV would increase the hovering height and concentrate on
the center of the area, i.e., a convergence phenomenon, so that all devices simultaneous harvest
energy from multiple UAVs.
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(a) ρ = −18 dBm. (b) ρ = −28 dBm.
Fig. 5. Example of DL energy transfer: the location and coverage of UAVs when Put = 10 dB.
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Fig. 6. Effect of the UAVs transmit power.
C. Effect of the UAVs transmit power
There is a special case. As the number of channels increases, the number of epochs gradually
decreases and tends to one. When M ≥ CjU , the full-duplex mode of the network degrades
to the half-duplex mode of the network in [1], and all devices could simultaneously send their
information to the assigned UAVs in UL by using harvested energy from UAVs in DL. To
evaluate the performance differences between two modes, all of the subsequent simulations will
be performed under two conditions, namely, M < CjU and M ≥ CjU .
In Fig. 6(a), we investigate the effect of the transmit power on the altitudes of UAVs in UL
and DL and coverage range of UAVs in DL. It is observed that the average altitude and coverage
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radius of UAVs increase up to a certain level and are saturated as the transmit power of UAVs
increases. The average converge radius of UAVs gradually converges to about 90 m, because the
ground devices are uniformly distributed within a fixed area with a radius of 80 m. Also, when
the transmit power is lower than 22 dB, the average height and coverage radius of DL when
the number of subcarriers M ≥ CjU are lower than those of M < CjU . Because all devices
only harvest energy in the DL when M ≥ CjU , the average height and coverage radius of UAVs
are reduced so that the devices can harvest enough energy to satisfy the UL SNR requirement.
However, when the transmission power is higher than 22 dB, the average altitude and coverage
radius of DL when M ≥ CjU and those of M < CjU are almost equal. Because each device can
harvest energy from multiple UAVs when Put is sufficiently large, the UAVs under conditions
that M ≥ CjU and M < CjU both are coincided in the center of the converage owing to the
convergence phenomenon. Furthermore, it is also observed that the UL average altitude is almost
stable at approximately 40 m when M < CjU . Because the UAV performs the full-duplex mode
and UAV still needs to improve its coverage radius for devices scheduled in the later epochs to
harvest more energy. However, when M ≥ CjU , the average altitude of UL gradually increases
from 18 m to 40 m. This means that the transmit power has more impact on the UL average
altitude of UAVs especially when the number of channels is large.
In Fig. 6(b), the proposed scheme, denoted by OFDMA-UAV is compared to the fixed BS
schemes, in terms of the network throughput. Here, the locations of BSs are computed by so-
called a disk covering problem, and each BS covers area radius is 56 m(≃ 80 m × √2/2)
according to four disks formula in [34]. The heights of BSs are set by H=40 m to achieve a
coverage radius of 56 m while adopting the optimal DL and UL device association of Subsections
III-B and III-C. The optimal time allocation (OTA) and equal time allocation (ETA) strategies
are investigated for the comparison. For the sake of comparison when M ≥ CjU , the existing
TDMA-BS scheme in [8] is also compared. From the results, it is verified that the proposed
OTA-OFDMA-UAV (M ≥ CjU ) achieves the highest throughput. Moreover, it is observed that
the OFDMA-based schemes significantly outperform the TDMA-based schemes whenM ≥ CjU .
From an observation that the throughput gap between the UAVs scheme and the BSs scheme
increases as Put increases, we can surmise that location optimization with high Put has more
impact on throughput improvement. It is evident to observe that the performances of OTA-
OFDMA-UAV (BS) and ETA-OFDMA-UAV (BS) in M < CjU are worse than the performances
of those inM ≥ CjU due to the limited number of channels. Also, it is observed that OTA slightly
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Fig. 7. Effect of the User Scheduling.
outperforms ETA, and the throughput gap decreases and turns to increase as Put increases when
M ≥ CjU . Since OTA outperforms slightly ETA when M ≥ CjU , we conclude that the ETA
strategy can be a suitable substitute for OTA to reduce the optimization complexity when the
number of channels is sufficiently large. Furthermore, we can observe that the gap between the
OTA and ETA schemes increases as Put increases when M < CjU . This indicates that time
allocation is more important when Put is large and number of channels is limited.
D. Effect of the User Scheduling
Here, we propose two suboptimal device scheduling schemes for comparison, which are given
as follows.
Firstly, a circle is drawn with the horizontal position of UAV as the center, and this circle
covers CjU devices served by UAV in UL. Similarly, a smaller circle is drawn with the same
center, such that the number of devices covered by the ring donated by A1 between the two
circles is M . Keep performing this procedure by moving toward inside and denoting the rings by
A2, ...,ALUj −1, sequentially, until the number of devices covered by the innermost circle donated
by ALUj is less than or equal to M .
(i) Far-First (FF) Strategy: In the UL phase, M devices located in the outermost ring, i.e.,
A1, first perform UL communication at epoch 1. M devices covered by the second ring from
outside, i.e., A2, then perform UL communication at epoch 2. By moving toward inside and
repeating the same procedure until (CjU−M(LjU−1)) devices located in the innermost circle,
i.e., ALUj , complete the UL communication at the last epoch LjU .
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(ii) Near-First (NF) Strategy: In the UL phase, (CjU −M(LjU −1)) devices located in the
innermost circle, i.e., ALUj , first performs UL communication at epoch 1, followed by M devices
covered by the first inner ring, i.e., ALUj −1, transmit information at epoch 2. This procedure is
repeated until M devices located in the outermost ring, i.e., A1 complete the UL communication
at the last epoch LjU .
Fig. 7(a) shows the sum throughput versus transmit power Put under different device schedul-
ing strategies. It is observed that the proposed optimal scheduling strategy outperforms the NF
strategy and FF strategy. Here, note that, for the NF strategy, the number of devices scheduled
in the last epoch is M . On the other hand, for the FF strategy, the number of devices scheduled
in the last epoch is (CjU − M(LjU − 1)), which is less than or equal to M . Therefore, the
NF strategy is better than the FF one in terms of throughput. Also, we can observe that the
gap between the optimal strategy and the NF strategy is much smaller than that between the
optimal strategy and FF strategy. Thus, in practice, we can adapt the NF strategy, which could
considerably reduce scheduling overhead while delivering near-optimal overall performance.
Besides, we want to quantify the system fairness for three scheduling schemes by using Jain’s
fairness index. The Jain’s index is defined as J=
(∑K
i=1 Ti,jU
)2
/
(
K
∑K
i=1 T 2i,jU
)
, which is bounded
in [1/K, 1] [35].
Fig. 7(b) shows Jain’s index J versus transmit power Put under different device scheduling
strategies. Jain’s index increases monotonically with the transmit power Put. In other words, as
Put increases, more fair time allocation, device-and-UAV association, and locations of UAVs in
UL and DL can be obtained. The reason for this phenomenon is that the influence of different path
loss for different devices can be neglected when transmit power increases. It is also observed that
the proposed optimal strategy always has the highest Jain’s index, followed by the FF strategy.
The NF strategy achieves the lowest Jain’s index, because only UL UAV location information
is used for scheduling in the NF and FF strategies. Note that our proposed scheduling optimal
strategy utilizes both UL and DL UAVs locations and device-and-UAV association information.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework for FD-OFDMA based UAV-enabled
wireless-powered IoT networks, where a swarm of UAVs is deployed in 3D to simultaneously
charge all devices and then fly to new locations to collect information from scheduled devices
during several epochs via OFDMA. Under the proposed model, we jointly optimized the UL-and-
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DL 3D deployment of the UAV swarm, including the device-UAV association, the IoT device
scheduling order, and the UL-DL time allocation, to maximize the UL sum throughput. The
results show that the 3D position of the UAVs have different trends during UL and DL. We
also proposed two suboptimal scheduling strategies, referred to as the near-first (NF) scheme
and far-first (FF) scheme, by exploiting the system characteristics. It is shown that the proposed
suboptimal schemes can achieve a satisfactory performance. It is also observed that the NF
scheme outperforms the FF scheme in terms of throughput maximization, but the FF scheme
outperforms the NF scheme in terms of fairness. Also, the simulations results show that the
number of channels for NB-IoT has a significant influence on UAVs’ altitude. When the number
of channels is less than the number of devices, the altitude of full-duplex UAVs during UL
communications is fixed. On the other hand, when the number of channels is larger than or
equal to the number of devices, the UAV operates in a half-duplex mode, and the UL and DL
altitudes are lower than that in full-duplex mode.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEORM 1
Although si,k is a binary variable, we relax the constraint (12a) as 0 ≤ si,k ≤ 1 by time-
sharing condition [36]. As a result, si,k can be interpreted as a time-sharing factor in allocating
device i to LjU epochs for transmitting information. Actually, for any fixed set of τq and si,k,
the objective function of (13) is jointly concave, and all the constraints are affine in τq and si,k.
Thus, according to [31], we conclude that (13) has zero duality gap. The Lagrangian of P1 is
L(τ , λ,w,u,v) =
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
si,k
τ1
LjU
ln
(
1+
Θ0iLjU τ0+Θ
1
i (k−1)τ1
τ1
)
−λ
(
τ0 + τ1−1
)
(A.1)
−
N∑
jU=1
C
jU∑
i=1
L
jU∑
k=1
wi,k
( τ1si,kγ
Θ0iLjU τ0+Θ
1
i (k−1)τ1
−1
)
−
C
jU∑
i=1
ui(
L
jU∑
k=1
si,k−1)−
L
jU∑
k=1
vk(
C
jU∑
i=1
si,k−M),
where λ, w, u and v are the non-negative Lagrange multiplier.
Similar in [37], [38], (A.1) can be solved by using its Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
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as follows:
λ∗
(
τ ∗0 + τ
∗
1 − 1
)
= 0, (A.2)
w∗i,k
( τ ∗1 s∗i,kγ
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0 +Θ
1
i (k − 1)τ ∗1
− 1
)
= 0, ∀i ∈ K, (A.3)
v∗k
( CjU∑
i=1
s∗i,k −M
)
= 0, (A.4)
∂L(τ0, τ1, λ∗,w∗,u∗, v∗)
∂si,k
∣∣∣
si,k=s
∗
i,k
= 0, ∀i ∈ K, ∀k ∈ LjU , (A.5)
∂L(τ0, τ1, λ∗,w∗,u∗, v∗)
∂τq
∣∣∣
τq=τ∗q
= 0, ∀q ∈ {0, 1}, (A.6)
where τ ∗0 and τ
∗
1 denote the optimal time solution of P1. Here, (A.5) and (A.6) can be further
written as follows:
N∑
jU=1
C
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i=1
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(A.8)
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. (A.9)
A. Part 1
Firstly, we focus only on (A.7) and show that optimal solution yields a scheduling policy with
multi IoT devices selection by adopting a similar approach as in [39]. Device i is assigned into
epoch k when the following selection criterion is satisfied:
AkjU=arg max
C
(S)
jU
⊂
(
C
jU
/
∑LjU
n=k+1A
n
jU
)
,
|C
(S)
jU
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,
(A.10)
where AkjU is the device set that transmits information to UAV jU at epoch k. When device i
belong to the subset AkjU , τ
∗
1
L
jU
ln
(
1 +
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0+Θ
1
i (k−1)τ
∗
1
τ∗1
)
− w
∗
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0+Θ
1
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∗
1
is the marginal
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benefit provided to the system. In other words, device i ∈ AkjU is selected for information
transmission at epoch k if it can provide the maximum marginal benefit to the system. Besides,
w∗
i,k
τ∗1 γ
Θ0iLjU τ
∗
0+Θ
1
i (k−1)τ
∗
1
is a penalty function of (A.10), if device i has harvested enough energy to
satisfy the UL SNR constraint requirement on (13b), then w∗i,k will be equal to 0 due to the
complementary slackness condition and the network dispatch center will have a higher preference
to make device i served by UAV jU at epoch k. Thus, we can set w∗i,k as follows:
w∗i,k =

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(A.11)
B. Part 2
Case 1:
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.
In this case, s∗i,kw
∗
i,k = 0, ∀i ∈ CjU , ∀k ∈ LjU , and ∀jU ∈ N , from the complementary
slackness conditions, (A.3). The term
∑N
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2 in (A.8) and (A.9)
can then be omitted; as a result, it is observed that the right hand sides of (A.8) and (A.9) are
identical to each other. Thus, by substituting (A.8) and (A.9), we have
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Union (A.2) and (A.8), we can know that the optimal time allocation τ ∗0 and τ
∗
1 must satisfy
τ ∗0 + τ
∗
1 = 1. What’s more, it can be easily observed that the left hand side of the (A.12) can be
written as
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Now (A.12) can be rewritten as follows:
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Case 2:
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Then we can solve τ ∗0 and τ
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1 by using τ
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= 1, which as
follows:
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which completes the proof.
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